Dock Communication System

Dock Alert

* Exterior lights and signs shown with truck at dock. Optional integrated controls.

- Yellow Polypropylene Housing Will Not Rust, Pit or Corrode Like Similar Metal Units
- Shallow Depth of Unit Help Prevent Damage to Light Communication System
- "High Visibility" Exterior Caution Signs
- Integral Eyebrow-Type Sun Visors for Extended Visibility
- Activation of Lights Manually or Automatically with Optional Solid State Sensor
- Clear Red and Green Lights Provide Immediate and Recognizable Direction to Drivers and Loading Dock Staff
- Custom Decal on Control Panel Face with Operator Instruction
- Made in the USA

* Exterior lights and signs shown with truck at dock. Optional integrated controls.
The Dock Alert Communication System is a simple, reliable, and cost effective warning system that establishes a clear line of communication between truck drivers and dock personnel, thereby reducing the risk of accidents at the loading dock.

Incoming trucks directed to a dock will see the Dock Alert Communication System flashing green outside letting them know that it is safe to approach. Once the truck is secured at the dock, the dock attendant opens the dock door and manually changes the outside light sequence to red. An optional interlock can make this an automatic change of light sequence to red outside. The flashing red light outside tells the driver that he is now safely docked and should not pull away.

As an additional safety feature, a set of lights are located on the control panel inside the loading dock area. The additional set of lights works in the opposing mode to the outside lights. When the outside light flashes red letting the drivers know they are safely docked and should not pull away, the inside light flashes green to indicate that loading and unloading may begin. Activation of the Dock Alert Communication System can be manual or automatic by purchasing one of the two popular packages.

Optional interconnections can assure proper procedure and enhance safety at the loading dock. There are optional LED lights and an optional fixed field proximity switch for door interlock.